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Do you want to open all documents with ease? Try the Document Reader - Document Viewer, an office app to open PDF, Word, Excel, and PPT files in one place. Choose between vertical or horizontal viewing modes and navigate directly to specific pages. Protect PDFs with passwords, merge or split PDFs, and enjoy a convenient file manager. All Document Reader and Viewer ensures your documents are organized, providing a smooth reading experience.

Key Features:

All Document Manager:
â€¢ Manage all document files for quick and convenient access.
â€¢ Open PDF files, Word Docs, Excel spreadsheets, PowerPoint slides, etc.
â€¢ Search any document with Document Reader - All File Viewers.
â€¢ Vertical or Horizontal viewing modes for a personalized experience.
â€¢ Rename, delete, share, and add shortcut files to the home screen.

PDF Viewer - PDF Reader:
â€¢ View PDF files using the PDF Opener with easy file manager.
â€¢ Zooming in and out for efficient reading.
â€¢ Merge or split PDFs and set passwords to lock PDF files.
â€¢ Print, share, and preview PDFs with ease.

Docx Reader - Word Reader:
â€¢ Equipped with a sleek reader screen and essential controls to read your docs.
â€¢ Search specific content within your docs files for efficient reading.

XLSX Reader - Spreadsheet Reader:
â€¢ Document Reader is compatible with all Excel files.
â€¢ Open XLSX or XLS viewer in a high-quality format.

PPT Reader - PPT Viewer:
â€¢ View PPT and PPTX files with all file readers.
â€¢ High-resolution slides with fast and stable performance.

EBook Reader - EBook Viewer:
â€¢ All Document Reader is a friendly EBook reader.
â€¢ Read multi-page books at your fingertips with fast scrolling.

Highlights of Document Reader - Read All File app:
â€¢ Open various file formats PDF, DOCX, XLS, PPT, and TXT.
â€¢ Friendly user interface and all-in-one file manager.
â€¢ View your most recently opened files.
â€¢ Navigate directly to specific pages.
â€¢ Vertical or horizontal scrolling for efficient reading.
â€¢ View documents with soothing dark mode.
â€¢ Merge or split PDFs and set passwords to secure your PDF files.
â€¢ Search specific content within your documents.
â€¢ Zoom in for detailed reading.
â€¢ Quick search documents to save time.
â€¢ Sort all files or documents based on various criteria.
â€¢ Create shortcut files on your home screen.
â€¢ Add files to favorites for convenient access.
â€¢ Light and dark themes.
â€¢ Rename, delete, share, and duplicate files.
â€¢ Offline document viewer for Android.
â€¢ Print documents directly from the app.

Download the Document Reader - All File Viewer, a simple solution for your office documents. Easily manage, open, and read documents anytime, anywhere. For any questions or feedback, reach out to us via email at: support@toolsutilitiesapps.com.
Updated on
Mar 8, 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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February 19, 2024
I love it, it loads documents fast and doesn't deny files. The only issue is the blurring of some parts of documents.
10 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Tools & Utilities Apps
March 8, 2024

We're thrilled you're loving our app and its fast document loading! ðŸš€ Your feedback about the blurring is noted, and we're continuously working to enhance document clarity. If you have any further suggestions or encounter any issues, please let us know. Your satisfaction is our priority! ðŸŒŸ
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January 3, 2024
Time consuming, too much information and anyone not familiar with this the overkill of the way it is set up is frustrating and not understandable. Developers are developing as if every consumer in this world knows all things in the computer system. Like handicap consumers, they have to have what they can maneuver through not what ever able body can maneuver through. Some body need to wake up!
11 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Tools & Utilities Apps
March 8, 2024

We deeply apologize for any frustration our app's setup has caused you. ðŸ™� Our goal is to ensure accessibility for all users, regardless of their level. Your feedback is incredibly valuable, and we'll strive to make the app more user-friendly and intuitive. please reach out support@toolsutilitiesapps.com We're here to support you.ðŸŒŸâœ¨
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August 24, 2022
Good work guys!!! It's simple and useful, keep it up!! But I gave 4 star cause this app sometimes shows ads in between so its annoying sometimes, for eg: if you are in busy and wanna see the document fast, u open then, you read it careful, and out of nowhere ads pop up! And sometimes by mistakely u could have clicked it then it will take u somewhere else and that and this... u know... but all I need to say is that to try to reduce the number ads shown... ðŸ˜�ðŸ˜�
109 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Tools & Utilities Apps
March 8, 2024

Thank you for your support and feedback! ðŸŒŸ We're glad you find our app simple and useful. We understand your concern about ads and are constantly working to improve the ad experience for a smoother usage. Please get subscription and use ad free version. Your satisfaction is important to us, and we appreciate your patience and understanding! ðŸ™�âœ¨
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support@toolsutilitiesapps.com




placeAddress
Building 28, Nishtar Block Commercial, Buraj Al Abbas Tower, Bahria Town, Lahore, Pakistan
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